STATEMENT OF AUTHENTICITY

I, ____________________________________________, the undersigned applicant for the online admission to the IOSUD-UTCN doctoral study programmes, university year _____ - _____, hereby certify to the authenticity of the digital/scanned documents submitted for the online registration to the doctoral admission and to their equivalence with the original ones.¹

I also certify that I understand and agree that during the confirmation period, applicants admitted on places subsidised from study grants shall confirm their place by submitting to the IOSUD Secretariat, with a view to enrolment, the original copy of the master’s degree or, as applicable, of the equivalent bachelor’s degree, while the applicants who passed the dissertation examination during the current year shall submit the original copy of the graduation certificate; the tuition-paying applicants, listed as fit for enrolment, shall confirm their place by presenting to the secretariat of the doctoral school, during the confirmation period, the receipt proving the payment of the tuition fee, at least for the first instalment.²

Date:

Signature
Applicant

¹ See art. I, paragraph 2 of the Order no. 4205/06.05.2020.
² See art. 36 and 37 of the Regulation regarding the organisation of the admission to doctoral studies at the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (UTCN), approved by the Administration Council on 12.05.2020 and by the University Senate on 4.06.2020.